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    Buy local. It’s much more than a feel-good slogan or here-today-gone-tomorrow topic currently trending on Facebook or 
Twitter. Let’s face it, the choice we have as consumers, this Christmas and throughout the year, is to either support small, 
family-run businesses, as well as local artisans and craftspersons who are just trying to make ends meet or send a son or 
daughter to college, soccer camp, piano or dance lessons, or the dentist for that matter, or help some fat-cat, one-percenter 
CEO buy another yacht, sports car, or vacation home. Think about it. If every one of us shifted just $100 of the money we’re 
spending on gifts, Christmas trees, decorations, and meals (both at home and in restaurants) this Christmas season, from big 
box stores and businesses owned by multi-national corporations beholden only to their stockholders, to locally-owned small 
businesses, farmers, and self-employed artisans and craftspeople, consider the impact it could have on local economies and 
the environment, too (by reducing the need for shipping and the fuel consumption associated with shipping goods from 
overseas). 
     You may not find a local manufacturer of mobile devices or apps, but if you’re in the market for a good bottle of wine, craft 
beers, beautiful jewelry, a masterfully constructed dining room set or shelving unit, an Adirondack chair, a hand crafted 
magazine stand or coat rack, sturdy wooden toys, a hand-painted wall-hanging, unique pottery, a rustic lamp or set of lamps, a 
picture frame (with or without the picture), whimsical knickknacks, a handmade quilt, sweater, or blanket, delicious artisan 
foodstuffs (maple syrup or cream, honey, jams, jellies, baked goods, spices), books, candles, or floral arrangements and 
centerpieces, a locally made, small business purchase is clearly an option. 
   How and where we choose to spend our hard earned dollars can actually dictate whether we strengthen our local 
economies, giving rise to more prosperous communities; or curtail opportunities for small business growth and development, 
which can only serve to devastate local economies over time.  
    When we buy from big box stores and superstores, we buy imported, foreign-made products; at times manufactured with 
child labor under inhumane working conditions. And, once our hard-earned dollars are spent, the profits go to some corporate 
headquarters in a place we can’t even pronounce, where it sits in an overseas tax shelter; never to be seen in the local 
economy again.  
   What’s more, chain stores are always enormous, featureless buildings (that’s why they’re called ‘big box’ stores) with 
sprawling parking lots. And far too often, they move out or go out of business in time, after which the buildings are left to fall 
into disrepair becoming, at best, gigantic eyesores that are unpleasing to local residents and tourists alike. Or worse, taxpayer 
liabilities. 
    By contrast, buying from local small-businesspersons supports homegrown industry and community. It says that we 
recognize that buying locally, from the little guy, creates an environment where economic development can blossom and 
grow, and where products are sourced from local artists and crafts-makers, or regional manufacturers and distributors. The 
importance of entrepreneurship and home-based small-business development in stabilizing and revitalizing communities 
struggling with persistent poverty cannot be overstated. Entrepreneurship fuels economic innovation and prosperity. And 
unique small, local businesses are a mark of distinction that gives a town, village, or city its character; making it more desirable, 
not only to inhabitants, but to tourists and visitors who benefit from a more interesting and memorable experience, during 
their stay. 
    Unfortunately, officials and representatives at every level in government are easily won over by the promise of jobs and tax 
revenues. So, they often provide out-of-state and multinational-owned chain store and superstore businesses (who already 
have more than enough inequitable laws working in their favor) tax breaks, regulatory breaks, and subsidies worth millions of 
dollars. Ironically, the proprietors of local businesses see their tax dollars being used to boost their biggest competitors; 
conglomerates that don’t have roots in the communities they serve and that are far and away more concerned with corporate 
profits than how decisions and developments made today will impact the lives and the environment of the local community 
tomorrow.      
    Perhaps a more prudent and evenhanded way for struggling communities to support economic development would be to 
invest in infrastructure, education, and other community assets that are broadly beneficial to a wide variety of businesses and 
potential entrepreneurs (like Cornell Cooperative Extension). Hard-working small-businesspersons are often expressly focused 



on their community, and almost always trying to find a balance between work and family. They’re often exceedingly generous; 
funding school youth teams and events and giving to local charities that feed and shelter indigent families, educate children,  
protect victims of domestic violence and exploitation, and rescue unwanted animals. But they can’t support your community 
without your patronage. 
     The argument I most often hear is, “What about prices? The big box stores have lower prices.” And that’s clearly why they 
attract consumers. Hey, I love a bargain! But should that be the only factor that we consider when making a purchase? Maybe 
the more important question should be, “Will prices remain low in the long run?” I think not, because it’s competition; a 
competitive marketplace, that promotes innovation and keeps prices low long-term. It seems to me, as big-name corporate 
multinationals eliminate their competition, even amongst themselves, one opponent at a time, gaining market share with each 
removal, prices will inevitably rise.  
    Besides, you can buy gifts from local artisans and entrepreneurs without spending more money. Just buy less. Instead of 
buying dozens of poor-quality, worthless gifts and throwaway decorations, why not buy one or two unique, well-made, 
thoughtful gifts or heirloom-quality decorations from local artisans or entrepreneurs instead. 
    Investing in small businesses is one way consumers can take on the big box giants. And, in a world where we’re probably 
going to consume ourselves to death, less really can be more. 
 


